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Foreword

Annual Review of IFLA Europe activities
32nd IFLA Europe General Assembly 22-24 October 2021, Granada, SPAIN
LANDSCAPE IS HERE! LANDSCAPE IS NOW!
Delegates, Presidents and members of the National Associations from 24 IFLA
Europe member countries participated in the General Assembly which took
place online and in person 22-24 October 2021 in Granada, Spain!
We had Executive Council Elections with new Executive Council members
elected for a two-year mandate 2021-2023:
Katerina Gkoltsiou, IFLA Europe President – first 2-year term 2021-2023.
Didier Vancutsem, IFLA Europe Vice President for Professional Practice – first
2-year term 2021-2023.
Darija Perkovic-Bosnjak, IFLA Europe Vice President for Communications,
Margarida Cancela d'Abreu, IFLA Europe Vice President for Education and
Hermann Georg Gunnlaugsson, IFLA Europe Treasurer, remained elected
members for their second 2-year term 2021-2023. Diana Culescu, IFLA Europe
Secretary General, remains in her first 2-year term 2020-2022.
We had constructive discussion on IFLA Europe activities, its mission and
vision aligned with the objectives of EU Green Deal and UN Sustainable
Development Goals and the important role that Landscape Architects have in
combating climate change impact.
We considered the changes to IFLA Europe Statutes and Regulations which
will enable IFLA Europe have a more prominent role and raise awareness about
landscape architecture profession.
Communication strategy and products were discussed in order to raise
awareness about IFLA Europe, the profession of landscape architects and
important role they play in the society. Pecha Kucha – presentations on
realised projects from our National Associations on the current General
Assembly topic were presented!
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We will continue our support to Landscape Architecture Europe – LAE
foundation whose objective is to enhance dialogue in landscape architecture
on European level by publishing a triennial yearbook containing projects,
essays, interviews and portraits which explore how landscape architects in
Europe work and design.
IFLA Europe participated in several important initiatives:
SoGreen Platform – IFLA Europe is a member of SoGreen platform, the
umbrella organisation and a global stakeholder group that unites green
industries, committed to work on restoring our ecosystems by using
nature-based solutions and green infrastructure.
European Year of Greener Cities – whose aim is among others to raise
awareness on the health, environmental, social and economic benefits of
green infrastructure and environment;
Adelfi EC IAS – Invasive Alien Species – IFLA Europe was invited to join as
stakeholder in this EC funded project on Invasive Alien Species, aimed to
establish a platform for a constructive dialogue to develop joint
initiatives to address the problem.
Network Nature – IFLA Europe joined Network Nature’s Stakeholder
Advisory Board which gathers nature-based solutions (NBS)
communities, resources, projects, best practices and tools under one
roof.
EU Green Cities Award – IFLA Europe participated in the international
Jury for the European Green Cities Award as a part of the framework of
the EU-project ‘More Green Cities for Europe”.
Universities and Schools of Landscape Architecture were encouraged to
apply for IFLA Europe recognition of landscape architecture programmes
which promotes highest landscape architecture standards.
We will continue our support to ELASA - European Landscape Architecture
Students Association in order to promote cooperation, exchange and mobility
of the students.
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We will continue strong cooperation with ECLAS – European Council of
Landscape Architecture Schools and work together towards developing joint
recognition documents regarding Landscape Architecture teaching and
research and work towards development of Common Training Framework also
through InnoLAND project. We will continue participating and supporting
LE:NOTRE – common platform for those involved in teaching, research and
practice in the landscape architecture field.
We reinforced relations with UNISCAPE - European Network of Universities for
the implementation of the European Landscape Convention through a
Memorandum of Understanding, to support and reinforce scientific
interdisciplinary co-operation among European universities regarding
landscape issues.
We will continue supporting NELA - Network of European Landscape
Architecture Archives established to raise awareness of the invaluable
records relating to the history of the built environment through an
international collaboration between archives, researchers and educators.
Professional Recognition Assistance Survey Report, aimed at collecting data
about the state of the Landscape Architect’s profession in IFLA Europe
member countries, was presented at the General Assembly. The state of the
profession was examined in terms of the state of regulation of the profession
and the scope of its performance, the current condition of the profession and
the problems of mobility within the profession in other countries.
Our Med_net Working Group presented its work and theme for 2022: TREES
and announced the next Med_net spring meeting and conference in Marseille,
which will be entirely funded and hosted by FFP France!
We will continue important cooperation with the Council of Europe in
landscape architecture matters. IFLA Europe has Observer status and is a
participating NGO in its different working groups via the Conference of the
European Landscape Convention and Steering Committee for Culture,
Heritage and Landscape (CDCPP) and in projects dealing with professional
recognition and the role of landscape architects in heritage projects.
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We will continue promoting 20 October – International Landscape Day of the
Council of Europe and National Associations were encouraged to organise own
events to mark this important date.
In March 2021 IFLA Europe was selected as official partner of the New
European Bauhaus in order to ensure that the profession of landscape
architecture is a part of this important initiative. We will continue our active
involvement in the next Delivery phase which will be led by 4 important
thematic axes: 1. Reconnecting with nature 2. Regaining a sense of belonging
3. Prioritising the places and people that need it most 4. Fostering long term,
life cycle thinking in the industrial ecosystem.
Agricultural Landscapes Working Group presented its activities and
announced Call for Images for Agricultural Landscapes which will be carried
out in 2022! Landscape Architects are committed to take actions towards
recognition of agricultural landscapes as productive, important to produce
ecosystem services and also recreational valuable place on earth.
We proclaimed IFLA Europe Student and Young Professionals competition
2021 winner Ms Venjia Liu, Landscape Institute, UK with entry “Storm on the
Slope: A Symphony of Wind and Rain” . Total of 22 entries were received and
evaluated based on four main criteria: presentation and graphical quality,
pertinence of the entry regarding the topic, concept development, project
innovation and demonstration of technical feasibility.
Our IFLA Europe Award was awarded to European Commission – Executive
Vice President in charge of EU Green Deal Frans Timmermans. The objective
of IFLA Europe award is to recognise the work of exceptional people and
organisations that believe that our way of perceiving and understanding the
world, derived from our profession, could contribute to its development. The
EU Green Deal, the economy with net-zero greenhouse gas emissions, EC's
commitment to global climate action under the Paris Agreement are very
encouraging and much needed. It is essential to take necessary efforts and
fight climate change and environmental losses and create strategies and
actions for a climate-neutral continent .
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General Assembly was closed by adoption of 2021 IFLA Europe Resolution
‘Everyday Landscapes’ which urged to the relevant international
organisations, national governmental bodies and other important
stakeholders to develop a holistic vision regarding cultural, social, political,
environmental, and economic balance beyond political borders in their
decision-making processes. The time is now for landscape architects to
further promote healthy physical and social environment focusing on
everyday landscapes. Healthy landscapes are fundamental for social
development. Management of everyday landscapes fosters better economy,
climate resilience and health benefits based on natural resources.
We thanked our immediate past President Karin Helms for her contribution to
the work and objectives of IFLA Europe during a very difficult period 20202021. We thanked our sponsors for their support and looking forward to
developing projects together and create better and more sustainable future!
Daniela MICANOVIC, IFLA Europe Executive Secretary

Photo: Lena Athanasiadou, PHALA Greece
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LANDSCAPE HERE AND NOW
THE LANDSCAPE IS HERE
According to UN data, cities are home to more than 55% of the world’s
population, 70% of carbon emissions are produced and this is where 828
million people live in slums. In 2050 the world population will reach 9.7 billion.
All of this poses significant environmental and social challenges, especially in
urban settings. In addition, they are closely linked to the abandonment of the
rural area, which translates into an enormous loss of natural and cultural
heritage.
Improving the quality of life of citizens requires creating healthy spaces
designed by and for people. Green infrastructure, urban forests, streets and
small parks, squares and gardens can meet many of these needs when naturebased solutions are applied. At the same time, the recovery of the rural world
is announced as part of the solution to overcome the current eco-social crisis.
Working in multidisciplinary teams in the analysis of the geographical, social
and identity conditioning factors of a place is the only way to apply the most
accurate project measures and decisions for each case.
Landscape architecture, an academic and project discipline with more than
120 years of history, knows well the principles that govern natural, social and
cultural processes. Making natural and human dynamics compatible is
inherent to the landscape architect´s work. We play with an advantage.
Holistically analyse the characteristics and needs of the place, generate
spaces of high environmental quality and improve the quality of life of
individuals and communities while preserving the local character, are the
principles that govern the best landscape architecture projects.
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THE LANDSCAPE IS NOW
We live uncertain times. 2020 will make history as the year when we
experienced and suffered, all around the world, the cost of climate change and
biodiversity loss and the relationships between urban planning and humans
health. During some months, we put our lives in the center and we join
strengths to go ahead. We also finally understood the urgency to change the
way we interact with the environment. We verified, on the ground, that science
was not wrong. We can see the consequences of the alteration of the air
quality, the water cycle and the environments. Everything is connected: the
health and the extinct animal species, the hunger in the world and the soil
depletion, while one part of the world wastes resources, the other part doesn’t
have the minimum to live..
The climate emergency forces developed countries to act: for social justice,
for environmental ethics, for survival… We must proceed now and do it in two
directions. On one side, drastically reduce greenhouse gas emissions, on the
other to regenerate forest, soils, seas and biodiversity. Taking care of other
species is also taking care of ours there is no trace of doubt, and no time to
lose.
Urban, agrarian and rural, coastal and natural landscapes require, today
more than ever, adequate protection, planning and management, as stated in
the European Landscape Convention in 2000. Paris Agreement and the United
Nations 2030 Agenda outlined a clear roadmap to curb climate change.
Mitigation and adaptation specify measures to reduce greenhouse gases, on
the one hand, and to adapt our environment to new climate scenarios, on the
other. The next decade will be decisive. The landscape is in the center of all
eyes and landscape architects have a lot to contribute.
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Photo: Julijana Pavalan, AEP Spain

AEP Spain: LANDSCAPE HERE AND NOW (EVEN MORE)
Looking back at the AEP Congress and IFLA Europe General Assembly, by
Manuel Hernandez Sanchez, AEP Delegate to IFLA Europe
“For three days, 64 speakers, 350 assistants and 40 sponsors (of landscape
architecture) shared their projects and experiences. Under the slogan
‘Landscape Here and Now’, AEP, the scientific organiser alongside with the
honorary committees of the congress, wanted to make more visible the role of
the landscape architect in the current transformation towards sustainable
societies. The collective work and our multi scale view (approach) allowed us
to bring together some of the most outstanding members of the academic
world and of national and international practitioners. And thus, we proved in
Granada, once again, that landscape architecture is a key discipline to
mitigating and adapting to the climate change.
Many objectives were pursued from the moment when IFLA Europe General
Assembly chose the candidacy of Granada to host its 32nd General Assembly.
The goal of the Congress was to reflect the work of our members enabling us
to show in 3 days the challenges and the diversity of our work. The
professional, educational, and social situation that worries us so much, were
also debated during the discussions.

Photo: Manuel Sanchez, AEP Spain
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We addressed three categories of audience:
Our partners, landscape architects from Spain. We had the opportunity to
create a common ground of understanding between all members. To
encourage the return and integration of landscape architects not yet affiliated
to our association. To consolidate a support network for future challenges.
The future landscape architects. We managed to show them the career
requirements and opportunities and demonstrate that landscaping is a bet for
the future.
And the society. We demonstrated effectively and legitimately the need for
our profession. We created a cross-sectional meeting space to solve the
doubts and questions regarding our work.
The inauguration of the Congress, led by the highest representatives of the
AEP, IFLA Europe and ETSAG, featured an institutional message from the
Minister for the Ecological Transition and the Demographic Challenge. After
this intervention, the work of the Congress began. We succeeded to merge
theoretical and practical issues under the same theme. These two axes
revealed the state of scientific research and the most recent practical
solutions.
The increased support for AEP and the need for professional recognition
emphasised during the Congress were also discussed during the 32nd General
Assembly of IFLA EUROPE - the European Region of the International
Federation of Landscape Architects. Seventy-five representatives of National
Associations from 31 European countries attended. The participants brought a
valuable contribution to the assessment of the current situation of continent's
landscape. The results of the year 2021 were presented by the education,
professional and communication working groups dedicated to various topics
such as climate change, agricultural landscapes, the New European Bauhaus,
the Med_net Working Group, or the recognition of the profession.
We would like to thank the IFLA Europe General Assembly, its current and past
Executive Council for their support. Landscape Architecture is a profession on
the rise. As reflected in the Granada Manifesto and the 2021 IFLA Europe
Resolution Landscape Here and Now: Everyday Landscapes.
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The uncertainty in which we have lived these last two years has caused the
success of assistance to be higher. Satisfaction has been the general feeling.
Apart from meeting as a guild, we actually need forums like this one to regain
strength and create new synergies.
The visibility of the events of this past autumn, and the unrelenting work of the
Board of Directors team has allowed AEP to get in contact with the Third Vice
President of the Government and Minister for the Ecological Transition and the
Demographic Challenge, Teresa Ribera, among other agencies and ministerial
structure and to trace a path and open a door to the recognition of the
Landscape Architects of Spain.
Hoping that 2022 will bring us less uncertainty and improvements in the public
health situation, we will continue working to make the landscapes of Spain
more beautiful, more accessible, and healthier for everyone.”
Manuel Hernandez Sanchez , AEP Delegate to IFLA Europe
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List of IFLA Europe Effective Members
Austria
Österreichische Gesellschaft für
Landschaftsarchitektur - ÖGLA/Austria Austrian Society for Landscape Planning &
Landscape Architecture
Belgium
Belgische Vereniging Voor
Tuinarchitecten &
Landschapsarchitecten/ Association
Belge des Architectes de Jardins et des
Architectes Paysagistes – Belgian
Association of Garden and Landscape
Architects (BVTL-ABAJP)
Bulgaria
СЪЮЗ НА ЛАНДШАФТНИТЕ
АРХИТЕКТИ (СЛА) - Union of Landscape
Architects of Bulgaria (ULAB)
Croatia
Hrvatsko drustvo krajobraznih arhitekata
(HDKA) - Croatian Association of
Landscape Architects (CALA)

France
Fédération Française du Paysage (FFP) –
French Landscape Federation
Germany
Bundesarchitektenkammer
(BAK)
German Chamber of Architects

–

Greece
Πανελλήνιος Σύλλογος Αρχιτεκτόνων
Τοπίου (ΠΣΑΤ) - Panhellenic Association
of Landscape Architects (PHALA)
Hungary
Magyar Tajepitszek Szövetsege Hungarian Association of Landscape
Architects (HALA)
Iceland
Felag Islenskra Landslags arkitekta (FILA)
- The Icelandic Association of Landscape
Architect
Ireland
Irish Landscape Institute (ILI)

Czech Republic
Společnost pro zahradni a
krajinarskoutvorbu (SZKT) - Czech
Association for Landscape Architecture
(CAKA)

Israel
 האיגודהישראלילאדריכלינוף- The Israeli
Association of Landscape Architects
(ISALA)

Denmark
Danske Landskabsarkitetker (DL) Association of Danish Landscape
Architects

Italy
Associazione Italiana di Architettura del
Paesaggio (AIAPP) – Italian Association of
Landscape Architecture

Estonia
Eesti Maastiku arhitektide Liit-Estonian
Landscape Architects’ Union (ELAU)

Latvia
Latvijas Ainavu arhitektu asociacija
(LAAA) - Latvian Association of
Landscape Architecture

Finland
Suomen maisema-arkkitehtiliittory (MARK) Lithuania
- Association of Finnish Landscape
Lietuvos
Krastovaizdzio
Architektu
Architects
Sajunga (LKAS) - Lithuanian Association
of Landscape Architects (LALA)
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Luxembourg
Association Luxembourgeoise des
Architectes Paysagistes (ALAP) Luxembourg Association of
LandscapeArchitects
Netherlands
Nederlandse Vereniging voor Tuin en
Landschapsarchitektuur (NVTL) –
Netherlands Association for Garden and
Landscape Architecture
Norway
Norske Landskapsarkitekters Forening Norwegian Landscape Architects
Association (NLA)
Poland
Stowarzyszenie Architektury Krajobrazu
(SAK) - Landscape Architecture Association

Slovakia
Spolok architektov Slovenska (SAS)Slovak Architects Society
Slovenia
Društvo krajinskih arhitektov Slovenije
(DKAS) – Slovenian Association of
Landscape Architects
Spain
Asociación Española de Paisajistas
(AEP) - Spanish Association of
Landscape Architects
Switzerland
Bund Schweizer
Landschaftsarchitekten (BSLA/FSAP) –
Swiss Association of Landscape
Architects

Turkey
Portugal
Peyzaj Mimarlari Odasi - Turkish
Associação Portuguesa dos
Chamber of Landscape Architects
ArquitetosPaisagistas (APAP) – Portuguese (CTLA)
Association of Landscape Architects
Ukraine
Гільдія ландшафтних архітекторів
Romania
Asociatia Peisagistilor Din Romania (AsoP) - України - Guild of Landscape Architects of
Ukraine (GLAU)
Romanian Landscape Architects’
Association
United Kingdom
The Landscape Institute (LI)
Russia
Ассоциация ландшафтных архитекторов
России (AЛАРОС) - Association of Landscape
Architects of Russia

Serbia
Urdruzenje pejzaznih arhitekata Srbije
(UPAS) - Serbian Association of Landscape
Architects
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Pecha Kucha
presentations

Presentations from IFLA Europe Members - National Associations of
Landscape Architecture - case studies and realised projects from our
National Associations on the current General Assembly topic "Landscape Here
and Now - Everyday Landscapes"!
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BELGIUM

Belgische Vereniging Voor Tuinarchitecten En Landschapsarchitecten
/Association Belge des Architectes de Jardins et des Architectes Paysagistes
BVTL/ABAJP Belgium
Didier Vancutsem, ABAJP/BVTL Delegate
Landscape Here and Now in Belgium: becoming essential part of the Belgian
local identity and strongly related to monuments, sites and heritage.
The contributions from Belgium on the topic “Landscape Here and Now –
Everyday Landscapes” illustrate the engagement of Belgian landscape
architects on reshaping the day-to-day landscape. Old or forgotten natural
and cultural heritage, built and non-built environment, are transformed into a
better, attractive landscape, strengthening the local identity.
This year, contributions show an old building transformation, a new park built
on underground car park and a recovered river in place of a parking site.
The landscape architect understands its role as a mediator, taking care and
restoring the human and landscape heritage.

Source: ABAJP/BVTL Belgium
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Gare Maritime, once Europe’s largest railway station for goods on the Tour &
Taxis site in Brussels, has been transformed into a covered city with a mixed
program of working and shopping and plenty of public space to relax. Under
impressive steel roofs, Neutelings Riedijk Architects designed the new Gare
Maritime as a City District; ‘a city where it never rains’.

Souce: Bureau Bouwtechniek

The redevelopment of the Hendrik
Speecqvestis the first realisation of
the Vestenpark, based on the concept
that OMGEVING and Mint drew up for
AWV (Road and Traffic Agency) in
2012. The new park counts as a
preview of what the Vests can mean
for the future of the city of Mechelen.
Half of the park is situated on the roof
of an underground car park and the
ingenious
roof
structure
and
thoughtful planting ensure unity with a
clear coordination between the lower
and upper structures
D+A Consult
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Source: SBE

Mechelen is once again a city
by the water. In recent years,
seven canals
have been
reopened in the inner city,
illustrating a renewed
appreciation for the river.
Also the Binnendijle at
Zandpoortvest has been
made visible in the cityscape
after being covered for over
40 years.
The site was previously a
large parking area squeezed
between the city ring, the
railway and two buildings of
the Thomas More college.
This formally underutilised
plot
has
now
been
transformed into one of the
most popular meeting places
in the city centre.
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Source: SBE

Source: SBE

CZECH REPUBLIC

Společnost pro zahradni a krajinarskoutvorbu (SZKT) - Czech Association for
Landscape Architecture (ČAKA)
Eva Jenikova, ČAKA Delegate
Resilient + Healthy + Everyday + Enduring Landscapes
As landscape architects, we aspire to aesthetics, design and idyllic
landscapes. However, today’s landscape architecture - a profession
interconnecting nature and society - face new challenges such as climate
change, rapid loss of biodiversity, urbanisation. Great tool to look at the
landscape issues and potentials in a complex way is provided by landscape
planning.
Landscape planning is a great tool to look at the landscape issues and
potentials in a complex way. In Czech Republic, fragmented view of landscape
and lack of effort to cooperate between government departments still prevail.
Unfortunately, a complex approach to landscape planning is not common and
has no support in legislation. However, the number of complex large-scale
landscape projects is slowly rising. They are mostly initiated by municipalities,
often because of persisting issues that need to be solved.
landscape plan
Středokluky
feasibility study
Horšov Game Reserve
landscape plan
Potvorov
landscape plan
Kostelní Lhota
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The four landscape planning projects
from the Czech Republic serve as case
studies. They are from different
locations – municipalities of Středokluky,
Potvorov and Kostelní Lhota, and
historical Horšov Game Park and can
therefore well illustrate the problems of
the Czech landscape.

landscape plan Středokluky

The positive result is their "legalization”
through their incorporation into zoning
plans and/or into land consolidation
process. As a result, various other
projects emerged and
are being
implemented within various schemes.
The projects not only renew landscape
structure and its non-production
function, but also involve public into the
planning process and contribute to
improving people’s relationship to the
places.

landscape plan Potvorov
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feasibility study Horšov Game Reserve

landscape plan Kostelní Lhota

The outcomes of the landscape planning projects
- renewed landscape structure >> non-production function
- restored relationship with landscape
- raised awareness + enforeced landscape planning in Czech Republic
- methodology.
Our landscape plans are:
- implemented into spatial plans
- incorporated into land consolidation/re-parceling
- individual projects implemented within various schemes
- case studies >> more municipalities are willing to process landscape
plans.

Finding nature-based solutions

Horšov, birdwatch visual

Horšov Game Reserve

Pictures, plans and photograph credits: atelier in-site – K. Salzmann, E. Jenikova, M.
Smetanova, Z. Becvarova, Z. Stehlikova)
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ESTONIA

EMAL Eesti Maastikuarhitektide Liit - Estonian Landscape Architects' Union
Teele Nigola, EMAL Delegate
“Landscape Here and Now”
The mission of the project “Great public space” jointly kicked-off by the
Association of Estonian Architects and the organising team of “The Republic of
Estonia 100”, concerns the reconditioning of city centres, which should be one
of the tasks of regional policy – making everyday places for the citizens.
The initiators of the project see the reconditioning of city centres as a good
opportunity to bring people together, increase their sense of community and
make the living environment of small towns more attractive. Reconditioned
centres will be turned into places for organising cultural events and spending
leisure time and will give priority in traffic to pedestrians. By making the hearts
of the cities a more philanthropic and pleasing living environment, it will be
possible to enhance entrepreneurship and avoid dilution of cities.
The public space solutions were planned to be completed at the latest by 2020
within the anniversary programme “Republic of Estonia 100”. Still, due to
popularity, the project is continued. More than 10 projects have been built by
now and others are still in competition or under construction.
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Photo: Kroon Kayvo

The town centre of Elva is a good
example. The realised project was
given the Landscape Architecture
Award in 2020. Elva is a small
garden city with 5600 inhabitants.

Photo: Ragnar Vutt

The new designed space is highly
valued by citizens, entrepreneurs
and professionals. It functions as a
true lively heart for this small town.
Cozy atmosphere and welldesigned human scale make a
pleasantly organic space for
everyday life and small events.
Photo: Ragnar Vutt

Photo: Ragnar Vutt
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FINLAND

Suomenmaisema-arkkitehtiliittory (MARK) - Association of Finnish Landscape
Architects
Pia Kuusiniemi, MARK President
Tikkurila riverside park, Finland -Everyday Landscapes
In the center of Tikkurila in Vantaa, Finland, there is a paint factory. The
Kerava-river was dammed and the riverside was in the factory use. The
riverbank was restored as a park and a recreational area to
counterbalance the urbanity of the Tikkurila center.
The starting point for the Tikkurila riverbank park plan was the partial
demolition of the dam and the restoration of the riverbank to a natural
state. The plan maintains a people-centered scale and forms an area
where a living city encounters cultural history, and biodiversity flourishes
alongside functional services. New routes connect the opposite banks of
the river. Views to the river are enhanced to highlight the culturally and
historically valuable buildings in the landscape.

Restoration of the
riverbank to a natural
state

Partial demolition
of the dam

Photo: LOCI
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Photo: LOCI

The new routes connect the riverside better to the surrounding park areas,
creating more diverse recreation area. The demolition of the dam lowered the
upstream water level and freed up land areas at the waterfront for recreational
use. The park was built as an active urban space. For example, fishing places, a
picnic lawn, a new terrace by the water and a nature trail along the waterline
were built in the park. Along the nature trail, there are guide signs with
information of the nature and cultural history of the area. The playground is
nature-themed and has a miniature version of the Tikkurila riverbank area with
dams and water pumps, demonstrating the flooding of the water.

Photo: Pyry Kantonen
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FRANCE

Fédération Française du Paysage (FFP) – French Landscape Federation
Nikola Watté, FFP Delegate
The French Landscape Federation launched a competition: Palmarès du
Paysage in order to promote the Landscape Architect work with a panorama of
all types of projects to answer questions about climate change and
biodiversity.
15 Prizes have been awarded in the first edition which took place in 2020 with
87 candidates in 3 categories:
§ Juniors
§ Practitioners
§ Researchers
Winner: Junior Price
Aurélien MARTIN - ENP,
INSA Centre Val de Loire
Using fewer materials
Reusing materials in Lille
industrial wastelands
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Winners Built category:
Park prizes (2 EX AEQUO) :
Sandra LEYOUR et Sylvain
PICAUD
Atelier Strates en strates
Parc Simone Veil: in the old
prison of Château des Ducs
d’Alençon - Normandy
Project seeks to put the heritage
of the former prison in dialogue
with a contemporary park that
addresses the issue of escape.

Infrastructures and mobility Prize
Loïc MARESCHAL et Clément
RAVET Phytolab
Pointe des Baleines, approches to
the light house
Île de Ré - Nouvelle Aquitaine
The project addresses access to a
heritage tourist site. It addresses
the issues of monuments and
landscape territory. The remote
parking lot gives way to a staging to
access the lighthouse.

Participative
approach:
Stéphanie QUÉRIO et Florian
BONINO
Atelier
Clap
My
playgrounda forest garden LibourneNouvelle Aquitaine With
90 comestible trees in the
playground,
the
Landscape
Architect propose a new relation
with the biodiversity and wellness
with children and teachers
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Winner Landscape research
prize
Search by action
Roberta PISTONI - ENSP
LAREP

This research compare the energetic transition between France and
Netherlands. The research work focused on studying important issues of
work on the type of order to integrate landscape architects earlier in the
process so that they participate in the development of potential and acquire
knowledge to know how to talk with all experts working on energy projects.

Special prize
Nicolas DESHAIS-FERNANDEZ
Atelier NDF Domaine de la
Chataigneraie Centre – Val de
Loire

Project to convert an old farm into a reception center for autistic
audience. The project provides for the creation of a collection orchard
and an 8000m2 vegetable garden for supervised activities on on the area
of 5ha.
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GERMANY

Bundesarchitektenkammer e.V (BAK) - Federal Chamber of German
Architects
Gwendolyn Kusters, BAK Delegate
Everyday Landscape created in a bottom-up process
by the example of the district park “Linden-Süd” in Hannover
How do you manage to start a revitalization project of an urban public space in
your district? And how do you manage to stay involved during the whole
planning process?
These questions move more and more into focus in society in Germany. One
example of a consistently successful bottom-up process for an everyday
landscape project is the district Park “Linden-Süd” in Hanover. Hanover is the
capital of the federal state of Lower Saxony with around 530.000 citizens in
the North of Germany. With 2.6 hectares, the district park featured here is the
largest public green space in the very densely built-up and multicultural
district called “Linden-Süd”. This park is also located next to one of Hanover’s
rivers, the Ihme, which implies that the redesign had to meet more than
recreation requirements.

District park „Linden-Süd“ in Hanover Photo: Gwendolyn Kusters
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As the park was mainly visited by
permanent users (alcohol dependent
and drug substituted) the private
district management office of the
district “Linden-Süd” started a
bottom-up process to call attention
to the potential of the park.
Photo: Thomas Langreder

From 2009-2011 they involved the
university of landscape architecture
of Hanover as well as the citizens of
the whole district. By the end of 2011,
the city council of Hanover provided
the money to start the development,
not without setting the rule to
continue involving the citizens in the
planning process as closely as
possible.

Photo: Thomas Langreder

From 2013 up to 2019 Department of parks and open spaces in the
administration of Hanover was in charge of the project and managed the design
as well as the process of involving the citizens in all stages of the planning
process: analysis, design, construction.

Photo: Thomas Langreder
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Since the end of the project, the public green space of Hanover in general is
enriched by its first public pool for skaters, inline skaters and scooter riders of
all ages and its first public basketball court which attracts girls as well as boys
to play. But the greatest achievement in the revitalization of this district park
is a now very lively use by so many different people with such heterogeneous
backgrounds as well as a wide network to keep up the maintenance of the
park.

Photo: Thomas Langreder

Photo:Thomas Langreder
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GREECE

Πανελλήνιος Σύλλογος Αρχιτεκτόνων Τοπίου (ΠΣΑΤ) - PanHellenic Association of
Landscape Architects (PHALA)

Lena Athanasiadou, PHALA Delegate
Landscapes in Greece during COVID-19 gave time to landscape architects not
only to shape the outer space, but also gave time for observation, so that they
can reflect and improve ways in sharing the holistic vision of ‘landscape’ to
other disciplines and the public.
Time changes spaces and there is never enough time for one to consider
before the design or after, to reflect on the outcomes.
Landscape “Here and Now” carries along, under its epidermis, the past and the
future and Landscape Architects must never forget that landscapes are for
the people and by the people, them being the greatest ‘designers’ and
‘planners’ of all.

Epanomi, Northern Greece, Prefecture of Makedonia, Photo: Lena Athanasiadou, PHALA
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07EE10 Landscape Design of Urban Open Spaces,
School of Architecture, Polytechnic School, Aristotle
University of Thessaloniki, Greece, Photo: Lena
Athanasiadou

Students and urban streams

Anna Papageorgiou Stem Center, Anatolia College,
Thessaloniki, Greece; Photo: Lena Athanasiadou,
PHALA

Photo by Anastasia Papadopoulou, PHALA Vice President of Education
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HUNGARY

Magyar Tajepitszek Szövetsege
Hungarian Association of Landscape Architects (HALA)
Albert Fekete, HALA Delegate
Enduring landscapes Ars Topia
Springs and medicinal water form the most important natural resources in the
Carpathian Basin. The healing power of the mineral springs has been known
for centuries by locals who built simple wooden pools and gas baths called
mofettas. In the 19th century, elegant spas were born at several places and
bottled water was distributed even to distant places in Europe. The upheavals
of the 20th century destroyed and erased the memory of this colourful spa
culture.
The wooden constructions of the traditional spas disappeared, nature
reconquered their sites and the waters were also gradually forgotten about.
The idea of reconstructing vernacular spas was raised during a regional
development project in Transylvania. The working method was based on the
concept of the „kaláka”, a co-operative voluntary work that serves as a source
of mutual assistance between people in the village. The renewal of dozens of
small vernacular baths was launched by landscape architects from the
Hungarian Ars Topia Foundation more than 20 years ago.

ARS TOPIA FOUNDATION
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ARS TOPIA FOUNDATION

When designing, they started with analysing the surroundings, forming a
concept which kept in mind the needs and prospects of the locals. Even the
first drawings incorporate the spirit of the location. That is how a widely
accepted art-piece in the landscape can be born. The baths are made of
natural materials and require maintenance. In the past, they have been
repaired or some parts completely refurbished every five to eight years. The
experience shows that the further development and up-keeping of the baths
depend on the willingness of local communities. Where the community does
not organise the maintenance works, nature reconquers the area after a while,
until another group comes…

ARS TOPIA FOUNDATION

ARS TOPIA FOUNDATION

ARS TOPIA FOUNDATION
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ICELAND

Felag Islenskra Landslagsarkitekta (FILA) – The Icelandic Association of
Landscape Architect Iceland
Frida Bjorg Edvardsdottir, FILA Delegate

Revegetating by using organic waste materials
The project has been ongoing since 1997. The essence of the project is in line
with Gro Harlem Brundtland commission in Rio 1992, „think globally act locally”.
The main goal is to improve vegetated areas in territory of the first settlement
in Iceland (Landnám Ingólfs). To regenerate the lost qualities of vegetation as
a resource for sustainable environment. This is done by using organic waste
that generates from the densely populated area of the capital region.
The target is land that is lacking and out of vegetation - land that before had
qualities of fertile soil and natural vegetation. The area covers the capital and
surrounding communities (total 11 municipalities) with over 70% of the
population in Iceland and just about 4% of the total area in Iceland.
It is important to plan with environmental resources in mind, oting and staying
away from ecologically sensitive areas. But at the same time, it is important to
think of easy access and circulation. All areas must be open for public and not
owned by individuals.
This area is affected by typical maritime climate, where frost and thaw seem
to alternate constantly. It is windy and the volcanic erosion soil blows away
easily.
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Population is not a problem but
number of grazing sheep
roaming freely in the area used
to be a problem. Once when the
deterioration starts, the soil
and vegetation disappear quite
fast.

Landscape affected by the environment; Source: FILA

The vegetation is very important to remove carbon from the atmosphere and
vegetation and biomass is effective way to bind CO2. All methods improve the
binding of CO2 - it gives more volume for binding rainwater and it improves the
biomass with all its benefits. Once the condition of the land declines, it takes
hundreds of years to improve unless given the burst of biomass to start the
ecosystem recovery.
Natural circulation
Waste materials become raw materials for building biological structures. It is
popular to have horses and more than 30 thousand tons of horse manure is
produced annually; grass cutting form city areas, old newspaper mixed with
biomass from chicken farms become soil and base for a vegetation cover.

Source: FILA
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The name of the foundation is Gróður fyrir fólk- Vegetation for People. It is
funded by communities in the area, by the Ministry of Environment and private
groups, individuals and companies.
We live with the land here and now- and landscape is recovering, its green and
ancient look of the past is obtained.

Before - 2005; Source: FILA

Landscape here and now 2021; Source: FILA

Before - 2005; Source: FILA

Landscape here and now 2021; Source: FILA
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IRELAND

Irish Landscape Institute (ILI)
Peter Hutchinson, ILI Delegate

“Landscape Here and Now”
In Ireland we are facing the twin challenges of biodiversity loss and climate
change. This presentation highlights some processes, materials and planting
that aim to be part of the solution to these challenges rather than part of the
problem. All the projects are recent examples from Ireland.

Materials: Hillsborough Castle by The Paul Hogarth Co. won the sustainability award in the 2020 ILI
Awards. Photo: Paul Hogarth Co
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The pioneering use of a Construction
Management Contract enabled access
to local materials as well as direct
engagement with a wide range of local
specialist contractors, craftsman and
suppliers in a way that would not
normally be the case.
Strong links established with the local
horticultural college supported the
propagation of a large number of
plants, now laid out within the
grounds. These actions have greatly
reduced the carbon footprint of the
materials.

Photo: Paul Hogarth Co

The old Irish Goat has been reintroduced to Howth Head. This new/old
approach to landscape management, is in response to wildfires that burned
for 6 weeks in 2021. This critically endangered, native breed of goat makes its
return to the heathlands of Howth Head, in the Dublin Bay UNESCO Biosphere
Reserve after a hiatus of nearly a century. It is hoped that the grazing by the
goats will result in increased biodiversity while preventing gorse related
wildfires in the conservation area. The goats are managed by Shepherd
Melissa Jeuken.

The Goat Grazing Project by Fingal County Council & The Old Irish Goat Society Photo: Fingal
County Council
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Birr Town Camcor River Study by JBA Consulting
Biodiversity

Source: JBA Consulting

This multi-disciplinary study published in 2021 aims to provide a
comprehensive suite of actionable projects which will provide a plan for the
management of the River Camcor and the river corridor with an appropriate
balance of use between civic amenity and wildlife.
This extract proposes where appropriate riparian and instream works to
promote biodiversity and fish number increase can be carried out. These can
be beautiful as well as functional and delivered using locally available
materials.

Source: JBA Consulting
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Biodiversity
The Sanctuary – Biodiversity Field & Labyrinth by Róisín Byrne Nature – Based
Landscape Architect.
The bespoke labyrinth garden was intuitively designed to support the
Sanctuary ethos "offering a place of contemplative practice, developing
compassion for ourselves and wider society." Compassion can be extended to
nature too. Using the Nature-based solution principle 'net gain for nature'
organic pollinator-friendly perennials and organic heritage Irish apples were
selected.
Regeneration of the meadows was allowed and locally sourced materials were
selected, upcycled materials and finely crafted furniture created from storm
blown oak. The visitor is emerged in a sensory journey where nature's vitality is
experienced.

Source: The Sanctuary
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ISRAEL

)The Israeli Association of Landscape Architects (ISALA
Izy Blank, ISALA President

Green wall – Jerusalem, Israel
The Green Wall project was implemented on one of the main roads in Israel road # 1, connecting Tel-Aviv and Jerusalem. The route of the road today is an
ancient road leading from the biblical Jaffa to Jerusalem since ancient times.
The site is right outside the entrance to the city of Jerusalem and is a part of
a new traffic planning.
The project was planned and designed with an emphasis on innovative and
unique landscape restoration, which consists of layers that follow the
gradation of the terrace hewn in the mountain and characterize the city of
Jerusalem.

Photo: IZY BLANK- Landscape Architects
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1. The first layer - Along the side of the
road
gardening
based
on
"Mediterranean"
vegetation.
The
vegetation we picked is local and
water-efficient, colorful and varies
according to seasons.

2. Second layer - The lower terrace –
covering with artificial "Hami" stone
style instead of natural stone (its
production harms the landscape). The
stone walls characterize the traditional
Jerusalem construction.

3. Third layer - above the stone terrace
- a layer of vertical green wall. It is
about 1,000 meters long, with an area
of about 3,000 square meters, and is
designed at varying heights that
correspond to the stone walls.

Prefabricated stone wall

Green wall
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The construction is made of galvanized
iron, where planters hang on and can be
easily replaced. The drainage solution of
the wall is done through a drainage channel
and a drainage pipe that flow directly to the
vegetation at the side of the road.

Exposed rock

The wall consists 100,000 plants which are
complex of 18 different species of plants
with varied shades of foliage and colourful
blooms that change according to the
seasons and all together produce a unique
appearance.
4. Fourth layer - a natural rock outcrop that
leaves a mark of the Jerusalem mountains.

Cliff restoration

5. Fifth layer - an existing layer on top of
the mountain – forest restoration and
acceleration of natural regeneration, with
planted trees and seeds of species typical
for the target ecosystem.

This green wall is one of the largest vertical green walls in the world and we are
looking forward to the flora and vegetation to grow and fill the side road like we
intended…
It is both esthetical and ecological solution.

Photos, images and illustrations: IZY BLANK- Landscape Architects
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ITALY

“Landscape Here and Now” – Healthy Landscapes
Uta Zorzi Mühlmann, AIAPP Delegate

Landscape Here and Now” – Healthy Landscapes
PIAZZA TEVERE is a temporary green space in the historic centre of Rome,
where no public green space exists, as is the case in so many historic cities.
This space called "Tiber Square" has been realized at the end of summer 2020,
consistent with the Strategic Resilience Plan of Roma Capitale and thanks to a
group of sponsors (landscape builders, landscape material manufacturers and
public/private companies). AIAPP, made the proposal (Strategie Green 2020 –
Adaptation of Urban Areas to the Post-Covid phase) and offered project and
supervision (together with Agenda Tevere Onlus).
PIAZZA TEVERE is a landscape-environmental installation in which urban
reality and nature, water and art, past and present coexist and feed each
other, creating a "meeting square" but also a "discussion forum" about the
benefits that nature can give to cities to counter the climate and health
emergency we are experiencing.

Vue of the right side riverbank as we know it....
Source: AIAPP Italy
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and as we imagine it

The banks on both sides of the river Tiber are mostly neglected and very
sparsely used. PIAZZA TEVERE proposes an unexpected landscape that ideally
unites the opposite river banks between two bridges, Ponte Sisto and Ponte
Mazzini and forms a new temporary landscape acting as a public space where
social and ecological topics merge and form "the new social": "closeness with
distance" that the present Covid-19 emergency has created.
Expected outcomes: 1km of 1m-distanced healthy and climatically "fresh wellbeing" with Trees that lower the temperature and absorb CO2 producing
oxygen + 1km of lawn absorbing PM10.

Source: AIAPP Italy

Source: AIAPP Italy
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On both river banks 500x5m of
irrigated lawn, 40 potted trees, 30
tables and 120 chairs, 40
deckchairs and a 20m2 platform
allow to relax in the middle of the
city
in
a
healthy
fresh
environment, enjoying the rich
agenda of cultural events that are
scheduled around the clock. At
night time a scenographic lighting
highlights the foliage of the
centenary plane trees that border
the Lungotevere.
Do we really need health
emergencies to make a better
use of our potential urban public
green spaces?

Source: AIAPP Italy
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Source: AIAPP Italy

NETHERLANDS

Nederlandse Vereniging voor Tuin en Landschapsarchitektuur (NVTL) –
Netherlands Association for Garden and Landscape Architecture
John Boom, NVTL Representative
“Water – Fire – Air – Earth”
WATER: OOIJEN WANSSUM (H+N+S)
With the Ooijen-Wanssum area development, the area is better protected
against high water through a combination of dike construction and river
widening. In addition, more than 300 hectares of new, freely accessible nature
will be realised, the quality of life in Wanssum will be increased by the
construction of a new ring road and redevelopment of the center and space
will be created for new economic developments in the area.
This gives the spatial quality and quality of life a major boost and thanks to the
Ooijen-Wanssum area development, two new dyke types have been added to
the Dutch dyke typology: the so called ‘steep-edge-dike’ and ‘high-grounddike’.

Photo: Paul Peols Fotografie
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FIRE
A FIRESCAPE (HANNA PRINSSEN)
When the indigenous population still inhabited the forests of North America,
fire was an important part of life and the process of landscape formation.
Controlled burns contributed to the openness of the landscape. With the
arrival of the English colonists in 1850, fire became a threat.
'A Firescape' harks back to the modified firescape from the past and seeks a
combination of knowledge of fire and the Dutch manner of dealing with water.
By reintroducing a productive ‘firescape’ in which wood is produced, an
economic driver and a modified mosaic landscape is created in which fire
becomes part of the ecological process once again.

Source: Hanna Prinssen

In 'A Firescape', a ‘fire dyke’ creates safety around the residential areas. This is
strategically located along the border of the mountain ridges. The 1- to 2metre-thick top layer is removed from the fire dyke, as a result of which the
(granite) rock is exposed. This ensures that no flammable material can grow in
this zone and the fires from the firescape are stopped naturally. The fire dyke
therefore has a safety function, but also forms a recognizable element in the
landscape, whereby the contrast between safe and unsafe becomes visible.
Hanna Prinssen has won the Archiprix with this project (best graduation
project).
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EARTH
DE CEUVEL (DELVA)
‘De Ceuvel’ is an award-winning,
sustainable planned workplace for
creative and social enterprises on a
former shipyard on the Johan van
Hasselt Canal off the river IJ in
Amsterdam North. In 2012, the land
was secured for a 10-year lease from
the Municipality of Amsterdam after
a group of architects won a tender to
turn the site into a regenerative
urban oasis.
The former industrial plot is home to
a
thriving
community
of
entrepreneurs and artists.

The plot hosts creative workspaces,
a cultural venue, a sustainable café,
spaces to rent, and a floating bed &
breakfast. Old houseboats have been
placed on heavily polluted soil, the
workspaces have been fitted with
clean technologies and the area is
unlocked by a winding decking path.
Around the houseboats Phytoremediating plants work to clean the
soil. De Ceuvel is not only a
“forbidden garden” which will leave
behind cleaner soil, but also a
playground
for
sustainable
technologies.

Source: Delva Landscape Architects
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NORWAY

Norske Landskapsarkitekters Forening - Norwegian Landscape Architects
Association (NLA)
Yngvar Hegrenes, NLA Delegate
A new Street Design Manual as tool towards a more RESILIENT, HEALTHY and
ENDURING EVERYDAY streetscape in the City of Oslo, Norway
The annual Norwegian Landscape Award for 2021 bestowed on the new Street
Design Manual for the City of Oslo marks a clear break with Norway’s 70-yearold tradition of prioritizing cars before pedestrians. Thus, laying the
groundwork for others to do the same.

The new Street Design Manual for Oslo, dated March 2020, commissioned by
City of Oslo, Agency for Urban Environment and Transport, is a revolution. The
Street Design Manual is the first municipal mandatory guide for urban spaces
and streets that puts pedestrians on top of the traffic hierarchy.
The new Street Design Manual also sets the requirements for a more
sustainable surface water management. From now on, the public can demand
that vegetation, surface water management and pedestrians to be prioritized
over cars and hard edges. This represents the “green revolution in full
acceleration”, the award jury commented, and expressed faith in the contents
of the projects and in its potential to inspire the rest of the country.
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Image and illustration: Norconsult
• Picture 1: former Street Design Manual: minimum requirement for pedestrians, rest-space for
car traffic and parking
• Picture 2: new Street Design Manual: minimum requirement for cars, rest space for pedestrians,
surface water management and vegetation

The new Street Design Manual
represent
a
complicated
interdisciplinary
fieldwork.
Landscape architects, along with
biologists, water and sewage
engineers, traffic planners and
urban
planners
have
freed
themselves completely from old
thoughts and created a very new
way of thinking of “public streets”
where
holistic
solutions
are
prioritized over individual field’s
considerations. The City of Oslo
takes a bold lead ahead of both the
Norwegian
Public
Roads
Administration and all other
municipal governments in Norway
who are still stuck in car-based
regulations.
Illustration: Norconsult
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Deichman’s and Wilse’s streets in
Oslo City Centre are the first
constructed raingardens in Norway,
built in 2017. The project includes
street furniture, lighting and bicycle
racks
improving
the
local
environment. The raingardens have
60m3 retention capacity, planted
with perennials. The streets
surfaces are permeable, allowing
infiltration Street parking has been
removed Model streets for the Oslo
new Street Design Manual.

Image: Anita Tveiten, Statens vegvesen

Image: Anita Tveiten, Statens vegvesen
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Image: Åse Holte

Bjørnstjerne
Bjørnson’s
Street,
Drammen, transformed from a twolane road with one side pavement
into a four-lane avenue with
pedestrian and bicycle lanes on both
sides.
Thirteen different species of trees
have been planted in rows and
groups to provide a varied
experience.
Storm-water is treated locally
between the walking and driving
lanes in nine raingardens with 10,000
perennials.
Since there is little experience with
raingardens along streets and roads
in Norway, the Norwegian Public
Roads Administration are doing
research on the project to find the
most suitable plants and soils for
this type of projects.

POLAND

Stowarzyszenie ArchitekturyK rajobrazu (SAK) - Landscape Architecture
Association
Magdalena Wojnowska-Heciak, SAK Delegate
Beaufort neighbourhood, Poland– design statement – resilient landscape
Vulnerability to climate change is especially visible at coastal sites, not only
because of sea-level rise but also visible rainwater management challenge due
to disturbed water precipitation, bringing sometimes too much and
sometimes too little water. Rayss Group has developed landscape project at
Beaufort neighbourhood that is a perfect illustration of a practical approach in
landscape architecture, visible in Poland water-sensitive policy.

Source: Landscape design by Rayss Group

The neighbourhood greenery in the Beaufort neighbourhood is not only a
decorative element but also plays a role in certain ecological processes. As a
part of green infrastructure, constantly applied by rainwater from the built-up
surrounding, it creates a low-cost irrigation system for all plantings, enables
natural water circulation and serves as additional space for water in case of
flash-floods.
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It gives the possibility of rainwater
management from the whole
neighbourhood, in the form of
hydrological compensation for all
sealing facilities: paved driveways,
parking lots or buildings. Based on
the calculation of each microcatchment, the complementary
natural compensation is possible.

Source: Landscape design by Rayss Group

Source: Landscape design by Rayss Group

Maintenance of the green
elements is reduced and based on
what nature brings in the form of
precipitation, soil and subsoil water
holding capacity and capillarity.
Surface water circulation takes
place flowing through rain gardens
and green roofs on the garage
intensively cultivated.
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Source: Landscape design by Rayss Group

Water flowing to rain gardens
penetrate only the thick layer (-30-40
cm) of fertile soil.

Source: Landscape design by Rayss Group

Elements of greenery in the form of
rain gardens have the same infiltration
coefficient as any other unsealed
element. The project does not contain
drainage layers and any other drainage
pipes. The purpose of the project is
maximum possible rainwater retention
to shorten the periods of drought in the
summer, irrigating the greenery.
The realization does not contain any
fake water devices, but a gravity
irrigation system supplied by the
rainwater. This is in line with
contemporary pro-ecological design
trends in the era of climate change as
well as national strategic programs,
such as the ‘Stop Drought’ program
promoted by the Ministry of Climate
and Environment, Poland.

Source: Landscape design by Rayss Group

Source: Landscape design by Rayss Group
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PORTUGAL

Associação Portuguesa dos Arquitetos Paisagistas (APAP) – Portuguese
Association of Landscape Architects
Paula Simões, APAP Delegate
Lisbon’s global landscape | Resilient + Healthy + Everyday + Enduring
Landscapes
Portugal has been strongly committed to the international compromises
assumed in the European frameworks which acknowledge the importance and
contribution of Architecture, Landscape and Cultural Heritage to determine
and build cultural identity and pursue sustainable and resilient development.
The National Policy on Architecture and Landscape (PNAP) recognises
architecture and landscape as assets of public interest, striving to foster
these as strategic resources for the country’s development policies, from
national to local levels, due to the transversal and subsidiary nature of the
Public Administration.

Source: APAP Portugal
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Furthermore, it is recognised and fully assumed, that the quality of
architecture and landscape is a determinant factor in the building of the living
environment and conformation of the quality of life of populations.
Lisbon accepted the challenge of turning thought into action and this attitude
recognised when the city was selected as European Green Capital 2020. Its
gardens and multi functional green spaces surely played a decisive role in the
process!

Source: APAP Portugal

Embracing the ideas of the visionary Portuguese landscape architect Gonçalo
Ribeiro Telles (1922-2020) – who, for decades, defended the need for a green
infrastructure to serve Lisbon’s urban ecology – the city, slowly but surely,
immersed itself in this spatial and functional (re)organization.
Materialised through the reinforcement of the presence of natural elements
and the design and activation of connective ecological corridors, fully
compatible with urban morphology, natural and social dynamics are brought
together, representing a direct and indirect improvement in the quality of life.
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One of the most recent pieces of
this urban landscape puzzle is the
Praça de Espanha project, named
Parque Ribeiro Telles, precisely
has an homage.

BEFORE

Revolutionizing one of
traffic nexus of the
adjoins the Corredor
Monsanto, broadening
green network

AFTER

Source: APAP Portugal
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Source: APAP Portugal

the main
cities, it
Verde de
the city’s

Source: APAP Portugal

ROMANIA

Asociatia Peisagstilor Din Romania - Romanian Landscape Architects
Association (AsoP)
Ioana Tudora, AsoP Delegate

Landscape Here and Now”
The Green Walkway and Sticlăriei Park represents a huge shift in public green
space design in Romania. Instead of the kitschy overdesigned spaces, an
ecological approach was chosen in order to rehabilitate the unused and
derelict shores of a lake and an old, abandoned park of Bucharest.

The Green Walkway proposal on the northern bank of Baneasa Lake – GoogleMaps 2020

Part of the city councilors, together with professional associations, fought for
the natural existing values of the site, looking not only for protection of the
ecosystem but also for a new aesthetical model-based of natural beauty. Even
if not spectacular nor original and breakthrough, these are a first in Bucharest
and might became a new model for further projects, based on natural and
cultural values.
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Source: Evolution of the Sticlariei Park and real estate pressure around the park – Google Earth
images 2002, 2012, 2017 and 2020

Source: D Culescu 2021
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Photo: Silviu Matei

Photo: Silviu Matei

Photos: Radu Mihaiu - https://www.facebook.com/RaduMihaiuUSR
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SLOVENIA

Društvo krajinskih arhitektov Slovenije (DKAS) – Slovenian Association of
Landscape Architects
Urban Svegl, DKAS Delegate
Landscape Here and Now EVERYDAY LANDSCAPES
CEMETERY SREBRNIČE (NOVO MESTO, SLOVENIA)
The Srebrniče cemetery is a central cemetery of Novo mesto city in
Slovenia. The planned location in an existing forest for which a design
competition was announced in 1989 covers an area of 36 ha.
In 2001 only a first phase of the cemetery inside 10 ha large area was
opened including required buildings: an administration and technical
building at the entrance of the cemetery and funeral hall with four chapels
placed on a main axis of the cemetery.
Grave fields are carved into an existing forest fabric, providing a
rectangular clear-cuts/field for coffins and oval urn fields under trees.
There are also two special areas inside the cemetery one for scattering of
ashes and one for stillborn children.
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Source: DKAS Slovenia

RESIDENTIAL LANDSCAPE PRI MÝTE, BRATISLAVA
Landscape forte residential area RACA is envisioned as translation the idea of
a garden into the space between residential buildings.
Landscape design aims at creating unfolding spaces that would offer shelter
and could be used by all age groups of residents. Buildings are hence set into
the cushions of shrubbery, lined out by low retaining walls thus defining a
clear divide between the public and the private. The height of shrubbery
creates a physical and visual barrier and assures privacy of the interior.
Perennial borders lineup the undulating areas of pavement bringing variety in
colour, texture and seasonal change.

Source: DKAS Slovenia

ŠVICARIJA TERRACE - A public garden in the Tivoli park, Ljubljana
Extensive terrace, placed at the
point where the Tivoli Park
meets the urban forest of
Rožnik, creates an intriguingly
large open space. Extending in
front of the ornamented alpine
architecture with great trees
rising behind it, the terrace lies
in bold contrast to its forest
covered borders.
Source: DKAS Slovenia
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RENOVATION OF THE CITY CENTER OF MURSKA SOBOTA
The project was implemented on the basis of the first-prize winning
competition solution in the "Competition for the selection of the most
suitable solution and the selection of the manufacturer of project
documentation for the renovation of the city center of Murska Sobota".

Source: DKAS Slovenia

VELIKA POLANA PARK (STORK
PARK)
In the park we wanted to
present the landscape features
of Prekmurje, slow rivers and
dead arms, poplars and riparian
vegetation, typical carpentry
and building heritage, flat
cultural landscape and many
new urban ccontents.
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Source: DKAS Slovenia

SWEDEN

Sveriges Arkitekter (SA) - Swedish Architects
Pia Jonsson, SA Delegate
Everyday Landscapes - Enduring Landscapes - Healthy Landscapes Resilient Landscapes
Commonplay – Enduring landscape
Commonplay
is
an
everyday
landscape for children and youths,
designed and built by children in
collaboration
with
landscape
architects and the municipality.
The process is action based and the
intervention was made on site
together with the park maintanance
unit at the municipality during an
afternoon. It is a new way of working
immediate on site with park
development.
Through selection of materials and
the use of an integrated process the
space is using cost- and recourseefficient materials and gives
immediate change in a time of rapid
change.

hoto: Linus Fredriksson
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Nordic Jungle – Healthy
landscapes
Nordic Jungle, the redesigned
southern entrance to Lund City
Park, is a successful example of
how a historic park can be
renewed with care, knowledge
and empathy.
With a sensitive hand, the park
has been supplemented with
new slate passages, lush
plantations, waterfalls, piers
and boulders.
The park is an exquisite
example of classic garden art in
a contemporary style. At a time
when many historical parks are
facing
refurbishment,
the
Nordic jungle is a role model.

Photo: Karin Sjölin
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Photo: Karin Sjölin

Flemmingsbergsparken – Resilient landscapes
The park has been designed to be an extension of the home as a common
living room. A modern folk park with functions for many different people has
been the starting point for the design.
The park contains rooms for different tempos, with space for activity, play,
party and fellowship, but also for privacy, nature presence and calmer
togetherness.
The park is solidly built and will be able to develop over time.
The park is a fine example where the citizens have been involved and
influenced their local environment, which also increases the pride of the
residents.

Photo: Landskapslaget

Photo: Landskapslaget
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IFLA Europe Students and Young Professionals Competition 2021
IFLA Europe Students and Young
Professionals’
Competition
is
organised each year by IFLA Europe
Communications Committee in order
to give the opportunity to landscape
architecture students, alumni and
young professionals (under the age of
35) to share projects, ideas and
documentation
of
sites
with
landscape architecture practitioners
throughout Europe.
The competition aims to help up and
coming landscape architects to
promote their projects and work.

The topic of the competition is the
same as the topic of the IFLA Europe
General Assembly “Landscape Here
and Now".
The Competition jury is composed of
representatives
from
related
professions as well as student
representatives from all over Europe.
Their different profiles assure a
multidisciplinary review of the
entries, similar to the daily
interactions of a landscape architect.

2021 Youth Competition poster - Design: Manuel Sanchez AEP Spain
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The competition is conducted in two categories: Conceptual projects and
ideas (Category A) and Realised projects (Category B).
Conceptual projects/ideas (Category A)
Projects that contain designs for specific sites but as yet are unrealised
projects. This category may include students’ projects, competition entries or
projects which are awaiting construction.
Realised projects (Category B)
Submissions include photographs, plans and drawings of realised projects,
land/landscape art installations or much-associated landscape architectural
work that has been created in a specific place or for a specific site.
The prize for the winners of Category A and B is the invitation to the IFLA
Europe General Assembly where the winners have an opportunity to present
their works and meet IFLA Europe community.
IFLA Europe Communications Working group for IFLA Europe Students and
Young Professionals Competition 2021: Daniela Micanovic-Franck, IFLA
Europe Executive Secretary and Coordinator, Manuel Sánchez , AEP Spain
(poster design and layout).
Jury Members 2021
Darija Perkovic-Bosnjak, IFLA Europe Vice President for Communications,
Competition Chair
Urszula Forczek-Brataniec, past IFLA Europe Secretary General and Professor
at Krakow University of Technology
Hendrik Vanderkamp, Honorary President, ECTP-CEU - European Council of
Spatial Planners
Manuel Marti, Hunter Industries.
We received 22 entries from across Europe for Category A: Conceptual Ideas
and Projects. Jury has evaluated all entries based on four main criteria:
* Presentation and graphical quality
* Pertinence of the entry regarding the topic,
* Concept development
* Project innovation Demonstration of technical feasibility.
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Jury statement 2021
by Darija Perkovic Bosnjak, IFLA Europe Vice President for Communications
The 7th edition of the IFLA Europe Student & Young Professionals
Competition was organised in 2021. The competition theme was “Landscape
Here and Now" with focus on the urgency to change the way we interact with
the environment. Subject of interest were social and environmental challenges
caused by climate change and the important role of Landscape Architects in
making natural and human dynamics compatible.
IFLA Europe Communications Committee was proud and happy to receive
22 competition entries in Category A – Conceptual projects, with participants
from all parts of Europe (Central Europe, Mediterranean Europe, Western
Europe, Scandinavia and Eastern Europe). The competition entries were
evaluated according to pertinence of the entry regarding the topic,
presentation and graphical quality, project innovation and demonstration of
technical feasibility.
Our youth has shown a wide range of contribution that Landscape Architect
have in creating a better future for communities in urban and rural landscapes,
with various examples in the field of urbanism, rural renovation, biodiversity
protection, forest restoration, habitat recreation, storm-water management,
adaption to sea level rise, reuse of materials, protection of cultural heritage,
urban connectivity and virtual landscapes of the future.
1st place: “Storm on the Slope: A Symphony of Wind and Rain” - by Ms Venjia
Liu, Landscape Institute, UK
2nd place: shared by two entries:
- “My Third Place” - by team: Cara Pedley and Beatrice Freeman, Landscape
Institute, UK
- “(ECO)NNECTION” - by team: Chiara de Angelis, Silvia Ielmini, Gabriele Mori,
Sofia Rosadini, Giulia Sciortino, University of Florence, Master Degree in
Landscape Architecture- (Università degli Studi di Firenze, corso di laurea
magistrale in Architettura del Paesaggio)
3rd place: “Forest Landscape” by Yanjiao Wang, NVTL Netherlands
Special Award - People’s Choice Award: ‘Nature Works” with 414 clicks and
interactions by Shahaf Zakay, ISALA Israel
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WINNER 2021
Category A: Conceptual projects/ideas
“Storm on the Slope: A Symphony of Wind and Rain”
Ms Venjia Liu, Landscape Institute, UK

The regeneration of Sheaf Valley is to confront the increasing climate change
and explore the possibilities of outdoor activities in the trend of global
warming. Sheffield is generally cool, moist, and windy due to the Atlantic
climate, and seven hills further brings more water to the city. In the inevitable
global warming, the variable extreme weather, such as wind, lightning,
thunder, and pelting rain, may further threaten the opportunities of outdoor
activities. This project tries to challenge the stereotype of stormy weather and
encourage participation in outdoor space in diverse weather. The regeneration
includes four functional area, and each works differently to amplify stormy
weather and encourage visitors to celebrate it. It may have some permeable
shelters that allows temporary stay, or special activities just for rain. So,
people don’t have to escape from the park when it rain, but to stay, enjoy or
even play in storm.
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IFLA Europe Award 2021
Our 2021 IFLA Europe Award was awarded to European Commission –
Executive Vice President for EU Green Deal Frans Timmermans. The objective
of IFLA Europe award is to recognise the work of exceptional people and
organisations that believe that our way of perceiving and understanding the
world, derived from our profession, could contribute to its development.
The EU Green Deal, the economy with net-zero greenhouse gas emissions,
EU's commitment to global climate action under the Paris Agreement are very
encouraging and much needed. It is essential to take necessary efforts and
fight climate change and environmental losses and create strategies and
actions for a climate-neutral continent.
Urban, agrarian and rural, coastal and natural landscapes require, today more
than ever, adequate protection, planning and management, as stated in the
European Landscape Convention in 2000. More recently, the Paris Agreement
and the United Nations 2030 Agenda outlined a clear roadmap to curb climate
change. Mitigation and adaptation specify measures to reduce greenhouse
gases, on the one hand, and to adapt our environment to new climate
scenarios, on the other. Landscape Architects seek to find new ways to ensure
sustainability through the valuation of nature and ecosystem services, to
provide qualitative and healthy landscapes, as well as preserving collective
memory, heritage and culture, and creating places that anticipate social and
economic well-being. The landscape is in the centre of all eyes and landscape
architects have a lot to contribute, through their expertise and holistic
approach.
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Photo: Lena Athanasiadou, PHALA Greece

IFLA Europe Award 2021
We are embracing and supporting Commission's collective ambition for
enforcement and implementation of EU laws and instruments on climate,
energy, environment and related policies, establishing a new climate culture in
Europe under a European Climate Pact — bringing together regions, local
communities, civil society, industry and schools- enhancing and promoting the
Biodiversity Strategy for 2030, progressing on the circular economy and the
‘Farm to Fork’ strategy for sustainable. Together we can bring skills that
include design, construction and research and add to the body of knowledge
required to ensure our efforts to recover our planet are successful. IFLA
EUROPE and its members realise fully the importance of the work of the
European Commission.
The role of the landscape architecture, as an academic and project discipline
with more than 120 years of history, which knows well the principles that
govern natural, social and cultural processes will further discussed. Making
natural and human dynamics compatible is inherent to the landscape architect
´s work. Holistically analyse the characteristics and needs of the place,
generate spaces of high environmental quality and improve the quality of life
of individuals and communities, preserving the local character, are the
principles that govern the best landscape architecture projects.
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Speech by Frans Timmermans, European Commission
Executive Vice President - EU Green Deal

"Madame President, members of the Executive, Council, Delegates, ladies and
gentlemen,
I wish I could be there with you in person but unfortunately, in these weeks of
outreach before the Glasgow COP 26, my travelling schedule simply made it
impossible to add a stopover in Granada. This is really a pity as I am truly
honoured to be the recipient of your Europe 2021 Award.
As I am sure you all know, the word landscape actually comes from the Middle
Dutch lantscap. In the 16th century, it began denoting the picture of a scenery as
a subject of its own right. For the first time since the decline of the Roman
Empire, the landscape was back to the foreground.
It was a sign of big changes to come: increasing attention to nature that would
contribute to the incipient scientific revolution, and a more inclusive society as
the rising middle class demanded landscape paintings as secular art for their
homes.
It was also the beginning of your profession. One has to see something to
understand it. Has to see all the visible features of an area of land to appreciate
their import. And has to appreciate something to improve it – to landscape it.
Your profession is therefore one that, by its very essence, deals with the interconnectedness of things: the human, the social, the natural and the historical.
It is for this reason, as you rightly pointed out in the letter awarding me your
prize, that your profession’s way of perceiving and understanding the world can
contribute to sustainable development.
The capacity to see the whole and all of its parts at the same time, and to seek to
bring them into a balance for a better living for all, that is the greatest
contribution your profession can give to the European Green Deal.
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It is, after all, the same spirit infusing our European Green Deal - a holistic
endeavour which is itself sort of a landscaping project. A project aiming to
change our economic, technological and legal landscapes to alter the
unsustainable and unfair state of the human and natural landscapes today.
Because this is where everything comes together. Landscapes are where we
live, how we live, what we live and how we feel about it.
This is why it is so relevant to have complemented the regulatory and financial
dimensions of the European Green Deal with the creative dimension of the New
European Bauhaus – an initiative of which you are an important participant and
to which you will contribute so much.
Shaping more beautiful, sustainable and inclusive forms of living together is, in
the end, what we are aiming at.
I recently read how, from the moment the original Bauhaus architects opened
façades, allowed light to enter into the building and guided people’s views
towards the outside world, interiors could only be conceived in dialogue with
exterior spaces.
I believe it is our joint and ever more urgent pursuit to bring forth a dialogue and
balance between interiors and exteriors, between built and non-built, between
the economic and technological forces relaying on nature, and the natural forces
limiting our economic and technological possibilities.
Adaptation, mitigation, resilience.
Sustainability, inclusiveness, beauty.
Our goals are your goals.
From pave the world to save the world: it is only a one-letter difference but it will
make all the difference.
Together we can make it. Thanks again for this award, for your commitment to
the European Green Deal, and for your support.
Frans Timmermans, EC Executive Vice President - EU Green Deal"
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2021 IFLA EUROPE RESOLUTION
EVERYDAY LANDSCAPES
Resolution on Landscape HERE and NOW
Granada, Spain, October 2021
The time is now for landscape architects to further promote healthy
physical and social environment focusing on everyday landscapes. Healthy
landscapes are fundamental for social development. Management of everyday
landscapes fosters better economy, climate resilience and health benefits
based on natural resources.
The undersigned, as representatives of the 34 National Associations of the
European Region of the International Federation of Landscape architects,
having considered the Resolution on Landscape HERE and NOW at our General
Assembly in Granada, Spain in October 2021 issue the following statement:
WE BELIEVE IN
Everyday landscapes - Considering quality of life as a measure of success.
Designing by and for the people these landscapes promote greater equity,
social diversity and interaction, protecting local cultural values, improving
biodiversity, bringing nature closer to population, teaching children to take
care of their environment to develop and maintain knowledge for generations.
Resilient landscapes - Knowing the high impact of adaptation to climate
change. The regeneration, adaptative restoration and development of rural,
urban, and natural landscapes protect and improve the resilience and
mitigation value of ecosystems. Using nature-based solutions in urban and
rural environments creates more effective, enduring and efficient resilience.
Healthy landscapes – Observing the need for locally accessible places
highlighted by the pandemic. Development of green/blue corridors linking
people and nature, encouraging physical activities, reducing ambient air
temperatures, combating pollution, improving air quality, controlling run-off
and drainage, whilst improving biodiversity, at local and neighbourhood scales,
is key to achieving long term multiple outcomes. This applies especially to
deprived communities.
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Enduring landscapes – Considering landscape architecture projects from a
long-term perspective promote the generation of self-sustaining ecosystems.
This relies on a strong commitment to sustainability, and the recognition that
nature-based solutions must be used to meet human needs.
WE URGE
That the Council of Europe, the European Union, and individual European
States promote the values of landscapes (listed above and supported by the
landscape architecture profession) in their decision-making processes to
develop a holistic vision regarding cultural, social, political, environmental, and
economic balance beyond political borders.
We believe that this can be achieved by:
- Placing climate adaptation, mitigation, and biodiversity policies at the
forefront of the building industry’s agenda rather than avoiding or delaying
important decisions.
- Improving social policies for everyday landscapes involving the participation
of local people who live in them.
- Facilitating the study, understanding, and experience of landscape in the
early stages of education particularly in primary schools with participatory
programmes to sensibilise and generate a sense of belonging.
- Reviewing and supporting both traditional and innovative landscape uses,
increasing employment opportunities as well as helping to preserve historic
landscapes, their health and that of their people.
- Promoting healthy food by planning, designing and managing sustainably
agricultural, forest and grazing landscapes.
- Motivating the use of regional and local resources by improving economic
circularity reducing transport needs through local production.
- Advocating for social and environmental responsibility at all levels, especially
with those agents and corporations, governmental and non-governmental
bodies who have the greatest capacity and potential for change.
- Evaluating, the consequences of climate change and biodiversity loss and
the effects on economy, urgent decisions must be taken to ensure the
involvement of society in small towns, villages and in the countryside,
recovering cultural values to pass on to future generations.
- Encouraging the efforts of local administrations to protect, manage and plan
landscapes, concentrating on local projects with public participation, to
improve the quality of life, public health and well-being.
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- Mobilising resources to effect social change, to encourage people to take
more responsibility for their environment. Encouraging enjoyment of the
landscape and involvement with landscape development and management by
connecting everyday life and culture.
- Developing international exchange programs on, and in the landscape,
encouraging cooperation between landscape architects and experts from
diverse backgrounds and different countries, exchanging information through
new technologies and social media.
Following other international and European texts on the matter such as:
• The European Climate Law (2020), • The EU Green Deal (2019)
• Farm to Fork Strategy (2019)
• UN Report of the Special Rapporteur on the issue of human rights obligations
relating to the enjoyment of a safe, clean, healthy and sustainable environment
(2018)
• European Heritage Strategy for the 21st century – Strategy 21 (2017)
• 2030 UN Agenda for Sustainable Development (2015)
• Paris Agreement on Climate Change (Paris, 2015)
• European Union framework for climate and energy 2020 – 2030 (EU 2014)
• Environmental action programme 2020 (European Union, 2013)
• Convention on the Promotion and Diversity of Cultural Expressions (UNESCO, 2005)
• Convention for the Safeguarding of Intangible Cultural Heritage (UNESCO, 2003)
• European Climate Change Programme (EU ECCP, 2000)
• The European Landscape Convention (CoE, Florence, 2000)
• Århus Convention (UN Economic Commission for Europe, 1998)
• The Action Plan on Cultural Policies for Development (UNESCO, Stockholm, 1998)
• UN Convention on Biological Diversity (CBD, 1992)
• United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC, 1992)
• The Recommendation on participation by the people at large in cultural life and
their contribution to it (UNESCO, Nairobi, 1976)
• The World Heritage Convention (Paris, 1972), whose Operative Guidelines first
expressed the notion of Cultural Landscapes
• The World Heritage Convention (Paris, 1972), whose Operative Guidelines first
expressed the notion of Cultural Landscapes
• Charter of Burra (ICOMOS, Burra Australia, 1979)
• Bern Convention, Convention on the Conservation of European Wildlife and Natural
Habitats (CoE 1979)
• The European Social Charter (CoE, 1961)
• The New European Bauhaus (2020)
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